Position Title: Social Media and Comms Officer

Location: We welcome applications from anywhere in the UK with some travel to
London required
Reporting to: GND UK Co-Executive Director
Contract type: Initial 12 months fixed term
Hours: 37.5 hrs (but would accept 4 days per week or flexible working)
Start date: August 2021 (but can be flexible)
Compensation: £30,000-34,000 pro-rata (dependent on experience)
Application instructions: please email your CV, a filled out Diversity and Inclusion
monitoring form, and a cover letter (no more than 1 pages) setting out in brief why you
would like to join Green New Deal Rising and what you would bring to the role to
recruitment@greennewdealuk.org - Please put the job title in the subject line
Application Timeline: Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis for this position until
the position is filled.

This is an exciting new role at Green New Deal Rising, a new youth movement being
launched by Green New Deal UK, where you will have the opportunity to help craft the
voice and identity of Green New Deal Rising - bringing together Gen Z and Millennials to
fight for climate justice.
We are looking for somebody who is up for a challenge, creative and obsessed with social
media to come and lead our social comms - if this is you get in touch and we can arrange a
chat. If you have any questions about the role or want to find out more please email
Hannah - hannah@greennewdealuk.org or Whatsapp - 07801212958.
Responsibilities
●

Social media management which includes building our audience for GND Rising on
all platforms (Instagram, Tik Tok, Twitter and Facebook.)
○

Social Media Calendar: Execute the content calendar for Twitter, Instagram,
Tik Tok, Facebook and other platforms, ensuring content is timely, on
message, and supports priority campaigns. Keep these channels up to date
with fresh, relevant content on our campaigns and related news.

○

Content Creation: Own drafting and publishing social media content.

○

Content Collaboration: Work with the rest of the comms team, the video
team and the design teams to determine topic, tone, and presentation of
graphic and video elements used on social media.

○

Testing and Improvement: Monitor and debrief performance across major
channels to optimize messaging abd be driven by our reach and follow
numbers.

○

Social Media Partnerships: Work collaboratively with partners and
influencers on joint campaigns, and assist the Digital Organiser in forming
new partnerships where relevant.

○

Decentralization of Social Media Skills: Work with the Organising team to
support decentralizing social media skills and support organisers with their
social media work

○

Livestreaming: Coordinate and run tech of livestreams across our digital and
social media platforms

●

In charge of the design team of volunteers and content creation across all digital
platforms.

●

Intervene in rapid response moments to work with digital and press teams. When
critical news breaks, work with the Executive Team to craft rapid response
messages and asks.

Requirements
●

Knows that language is an art, not a science. Also that “excellent writing and
communication skills” includes knowledge of slang.

●

Understands the different functions, best practices, and subcultures on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Tik Tok, and new emerging platforms.

●

A natural communicator who tailors messaging to their audience. You’re skillful at
code switching, have a formal education in writing style, or are simply a sponge for
cultural context.

●

Enthusiastic about and plugged in to pop culture trends, memes, social fads, etc.

●

You run at least two social media accounts (they can be your own) which you
regularly post original content on.

●

Persistent, willing to follow up again and again to make sure you have all of the
information and resources you need, and that everybody knows their part in your
projects.

●

Willing to work evenings and some weekends and willing to travel across the
country if required.

●

Absolutely committed to the principles of climate justice and building
an anti-oppressive and equitable movement.

●

Organised, able to coordinate multiple projects on tight deadlines without letting
tasks slip.

●

You have some experience of social justice or climate justice organising (can be
voluntary).

Nice to have, but not necessary:
●

Adaptable, quickly landing on your feet when tossed outside of your comfort zone.

●

Excited about expanding mass social communications into unexplored platforms.

●

Basic understanding of graphic design tools or video editing desirable

●

Some experience with online organizing or relevant platforms, such as:
○

Action Network etc.

We are committed to providing equal opportunities for everyone regardless of their
background. We acknowledge that people from certain backgrounds are
under-represented in progressive movements and we’re committed to doing what we can
to correct this. We are particularly keen to receive applications from Black, Asian and
minority ethnic people; people with disabilities; people who identify as being LGTBQIA;
people who have a mental health condition; and people who identify as working-class or
have done so in the past.

